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My goal was to examine the accuracy of the claim in Sandick
et al (2006) that LIGO would be able to observe Gravitational
Waves emitted from the core collapse supernovae of
Population III stars.
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Discrepancies and ResearchDiscrepancies and Research

Current Graph vs SandickCurrent Graph vs Sandick

Compared to the earlier graph from Aug 3rd, the current graph (left) is
less similar to Sandick et al (2006). However, the previous graph
included multiple factors that had incorrect theoretical backing and
were subsequently removed. Currently, the peaks due to the massive
PopIII stars are accurate and our research and understanding of the
non‐massive peaks is ongoing.
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Analyzing Sandick et al (2006)Analyzing Sandick et al (2006)

Gravitational Waves (GWs) were initially hypothesized in Albert Einstein’s
General Theory of Relativity. These waves are disturbances in space time
caused by large, distant cosmological events. One GW observatory is the Laser
Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO) is based out of MIT and
CalTech. At the University of Minnesota, Professor Vuk Mandic’s group is part of
the LIGO Scientific Collaboration, and he has been advising my work this
summer. Coding in MatLab, we attempted to replicate the final plot in Sandick
et al which graphs Omega as a function of frequency according to,
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Breaking down this equation we see that,

• GN, c,  , a, b,  ,  , and  are given values.

• ′ 1 is the emitted frequency compared to the observed frequency 
f, that has been subject to redshift.

• with  defined in the explanation to Sandick et al Fig 1 (Fig 3).

ModelsModels
Model 1 – 40‐100 solar masses
Model 1e – 40‐100 solar masses with Population III stars only beyond
redshift 16
Model 2b – 270‐500 solar masses

*Note: Stars of mass 100‐270 solar masses have supernovae labeled pair‐instability supernovae (PISN)
and not enough is known about them to investigate stars in that range. 500 solar masses is an
arbitrary ceiling to the investigation.

Early GraphsEarly Graphs

Fig 1: Using cubic approximations for the SFR, we found the 
first peak due to the massive mode.

Fig 2: Switching the approximation to Gaussian and many 
more alterations led to this optimal result.  It includes a 
couple ad hoc factors that we hope to explain soon.

July 6th Aug 3rd

Sandick et al has an equation for Omega, a dimensionless factor that
represents the stochastic background at a given frequency, in Equation
3 and in Equation 4. However, there is a noticeable discrepancy in the
two equations (below). After introducing Eq 1 into Eq 3, it is clear that

a factor of has been lost. This omission could have a serious effect

on the result and thus it was necessary that the equation be recreated.
So starting with Equation 5 and using the numerous references in the
paper, the important discoveries were as follows,
Equation 5 can be rewritten
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where  is total energy emitted.

Multiply by f on each side and
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Phinney (2001) shows 
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where  	 (Eq 5, 29)

Combining the last two equations and solving for Omega results in
Equation 3 from Sandick et al with Equation 1 inserted.
*Note: These equations do not include IMF and the integral with respect to mass within them. This is a generally new
construct that allows the Omega function to be normalized with respect to the distribution of star masses.

This leaves three major components,
• , the initial mass function (IMF)
which is proportional to the Salpeter

function, ∝ to be

normalized by 1

(see normalization calculation below).
• <q>, the anisotropy parameter, which is

explained to be proportional to , is

only given as a graph relative to the star’s
initial mass (Fig 3). So it was necessary to
determine the equations that plotted the
two separate curves in the figure.
Knowing that Mr is directly related to m,
we determined .024 and .039 to be the
constants of proportionality for the two
ranges of mass.

• , the star formation rate (SFR) is also provided solely in a graph (Fig 4).
SFR is defined as the mass of stars created per unit time per unit volume (in
this case per year per megaparsec cubed). Furthermore, not much is known
about the SFR beyond a redshift of six which makes the curves in the lower
right figure educated guesses. Four graphs were created, the first represented
the SFR from redshift 0 to 6 which is common to all models, the final three for
Models 1, 1e and 2b.

Fig 3

Fig 4


